


This is an archive of actively maintained links to RPG Troves. 

Each one is a single game, theme, or publisher and strives to be complete.
- - -

PLEASE BUY A COPY OF THE BOOKS THAT YOU USE.
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

If you wanted to help, you could join the Anon Brigade by becoming a Curator and/or by finding stray 
pdfs for other Curators. 

Pick a game or small publisher you like that’s not too big and complete it as best you can easily. 

Really prolific games can be divided into components; by edition, setting, publisher etc.

Upload the pdfs somewhere. Hunt for and request the missing things. If it gets taken down, put it up 
again later. Using indirect links seems to work for Mageguru. 

Using $nip li or pasteb!n has a real advantage in that this document will stay valid without constant 
editing.

- - -

Sorry for the incomplete links  

ss, @SS or $$ is Send Spaace, m3g@ is Megaa, <d0t> is a period or dot as in dot com, etc.

There is a u$ercl0ud and a u$er$cl0ud, be careful to go to the correct one.

- - -

TheWiz! Presents The Freebie Collection! 600+ Open Source, Copyright Free RPG PDFs
M3G4<dot>EnZee
/#F!Nq5mVJqR!6WdkQ9T9awc07Uu8oaUzHg 

Mageguru's Astoundingly Beautiful and Complete D&D Troves 
$nip<dot>li

/TSRTrov
/WOTCTrove
/PFTrove
/HomebrewDesign   ←  (templates for making pretty pdfs)
    - - -

A to Z Section                                                                                           

7th Sea (1st edition) Trove
$nip {dot} li/k7I2



Aftermath! Trove - everything from da archive, plus the only two magazine articles I'm aware of, and 
personal scans of the cardstock counters and all six panels of the screen
$n!p<dot>li/jVS

Amber Trove
$nip {dot} li/IFfi

Burning Wheel System Trove
BurningWheel - 
s3nd folder/gthatc 
Other BW system games -
s3nd  folder/x9bcvm
Torchbearer -
s3nd  folder/y2fz0f
MouseGuard -
s3nd  vfbm44

Burning Wheel Gold
snip dot li/Burning-Wheel-Gold

Bushido Trove - everything already present, plus Valley of the Mists, and most of the magazine 
articles. If anyone could point me to Adventurer #3, Adventures Unlimited #6, or Pyramid #14, I would
be very grateful. 
$n!p<dot>li/IiE7H

BTRC trove. A work in progress. I will continue to add things as I find them. If anyone has anything 
they're willing to share, or a trove I could sift through for fills, I would be eternally grateful.
sn!p<dot>l! /n3Nmy 

Daredevils
$n!p<dot>l!/IUUJ9 

Dime Adventures Trove
$nip {dot} li/QHpX

Fragged Empire Trove
$nip {dot} li/UyEX5

Feng Shui (1st ed) Trove
$nip {dot} li/L03Vv

Feng Shui (2nd ed)
$nip {dot} li/2tIj 

Final Fantasy FFRPG 4e is not by the same publisher, it's some Brazilian fan-made one.
Sendspa  ce   folder/2o2b2u

Gangbusters (+magazines)
$n!p<dot>l!/P4kF



 
Ghostbusters
$n!p<dot>l!/P9U

Golden Sky Stories Trove
$nip {dot} li/qotL

HackMaster Trove
$nip <dot> li   /vTwG 
Here's a non-comprehensive list of what I know is missing:
4th edition:
-various late-era adventures and campaign guides (basically, the stuff that's still for sale on the official 
website). Almost all of the classic AD&D inspired stuff is there, though.
5th edition:
- H@cklopedi@ 2
- Ze@lot's Guides
- SpeIIsIinger's Guide 1 (just released)
- Kingdoms of K@l@m@r campaign setting
- various adventures (whatever's in the official store that isn't free) 

Justifiers
snip dot li /Justifiers

LittleFears 
snip dot li /LittleFears 

Morrow Project 
$n!p<dot>l!/4GWp

Powered by the Apocalypse
snip dot li/PbtA 

Ptolus
snip dot li /Ptolus

Shadow of the Demon Lord
snip dot li /SOTDL

Symbaroum
snip dot li /Symbaroum

Technoir
snip dot li/Technoir-Mechnoir

Top Secret
$n!p<dot>l!/xNKc 
 
Torchbearer
snip dot li/Torchbearer   



                        ¯\_(ツ)_/¯     ¯\_(ツ)_/¯    ¯\_(ツ)_/¯    ¯\_(ツ)_/¯    ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 
   


